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ABSTRACT The automobile industry has been evolving with rapid growth over the last two decades. Con-
ventionally, the narrow band dedicated short-range communications is used for the wireless connectivity of
vehicular networks in the automobile industry. However, due to its shorter wireless range, higher latency, and
lower capacity; cellular-assisted vehicular communications can be adopted to improve networks performance
by disrupting the nearby infrastructure. The performance of cellular-assisted vehicular communications
is typically compromised if jammers are present in their vicinity. Thus, it is important to characterize
the interference in cellular-assisted vehicular communications with jammers. In this paper, we investigate
jamming interference due to clustered-jammers for vehicular networks by considering that vehicles, road-
side units, and pedestrians are modeled using an independent one-dimensional Poisson line process while
cellular base stations are modeled using an independent two-dimensional homogeneous Poisson point
process. The results show that jamming disrupts the performance of the vehicular networks and that this
performance is severely compromised by increasing the density of jamming clusters and their transmission
power. Therefore, the prime focus of the system designers should be to introduce anti-jamming scenario,
when the transmission power and the number of jamming clusters in a network increase.

INDEX TERMS Stochastic geometry, C-V2X communications, Poisson line process,Matern cluster process,
vehicular networks, jamming.

I. INTRODUCTION
There has been rapid growth in the automobile industry over
the past two decades. The automobile industry facilitates the
wireless connectivity of modern vehicular networks to solve
issues such as road accidents, traffic congestion, etc. The
automobiles can communicate with pedestrians, infrastruc-
tures, vehicles, road-side units (RSUs), cloud platforms, etc.,
and thus, evolve the concept of vehicle-to-everything (V2X)
communications [1], [2]. The third-generation partnership
project (3GPP) defines cellular V2X (C-V2X) communica-
tions as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I), and vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) [3], [4] (see, Fig.1).
Traditionally, a dedicated PC5 sidelink interface in C-V2X
communications can support robust and enhanced network
capacity in vehicular communications without requiring
the need for cellular infrastructure. This allows vehicular
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networks to autonomously select their radio resources and
communicate in C-V2X communications.

Existing vehicular communications consider the proto-
cols of a narrow band dedicated short-range communi-
cations (DSRC) as a standard for V2V communications
[5], [6]. However, the DSRC protocol has several limitations
in terms of its performance. For instance, in the U.S., the
wireless access vehicular environments (WAVE) exploit the
DSRC protocol along with the carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA); however, the performance of DSRC protocol with
CSMA decreases for congested roads due to rapidly changing
topology. Moreover, DSRC protocol mainly depends upon
the RSUs which are unable to support a variety of vehicular-
based applications. Furthermore, due to its short-range, the
communication between entities with DSRC protocol is typ-
ically restricted to 300 meters [4]. Nevertheless, deploying
and managing the infrastructure for RSUs is expensive.

To address the above-mentioned limitations of DSRC pro-
tocol in vehicular communications and to provide lower
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FIGURE 1. Cellular-assisted vehicular communications showing V2V
connections, V2I connections, I2V connections, V2P connections, and
jammers.

latency with higher reliability and capacity; cellular-assisted
vehicular communications have been proposed in several
researches [7]–[10], where networks’ infrastructure such as
cellular BSs is used for vehicular communications. Particu-
larly, C-V2X has been defined in 3GPP and illustrates the key
features like direct and cellular-assisted vehicular transmis-
sions. Furthermore, in C-V2X communications, RSUs can be
replaced by entities of long-term evolution (LTE) and fifth
generation (5G); to reduce management and cost issues.

The performance of the communication technologies
in C-V2X communications is often compromised by
intentional-jamming attacks [11]–[13]. For instance, com-
munication between a platoon of tanks or armored ground
vehicles can be disrupted by jamming attacks, if jam-
mers are intentionally placed in the vicinity. Similarly, the
performance of the aerial vehicles can be disrupted by
jammers, if jammers are located in the region-of-interest
[14], [15]. The most common types of jamming attacks in
vehicular communications include denial of service (DoS),
Sybil attack, malware, spam,man in themiddle attack (MiM),
etc. [11], [16]. The jamming attacks in C-V2X communi-
cations can pose threats to wireless interface, software, and
hardware. Moreover, jammers can also damage the sensors
in vehicles and the infrastructure behind the wireless access.
Such jamming attacks are very critical and can disrupt the
performance of C-V2X communications. Therefore, it is
crucial and important to investigate jamming attacks in C-
V2X communications for better network performance.

In C-V2X communications, networks’ performance is
investigated in [17]–[19] without considering the randomness
of the vehicular locations and roads which is an impor-
tant aspect for signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) distribution
and coverage-performance. The randomness of vehicles and
roads is stochastically modeled in [20], [21] with Matern
hardcore point processes (MHPPs). MHPPs consider that

vehicles located within a certain radius are not allowed to
transmit and that vehicles are distributed in the region-of-
interest using a homogeneous 1-dimensional (1D) point pro-
cess. However, the studies are limited to single lane scenarios
and do not consider multi-lane and orthogonal road scenarios.
In [22]–[24], authors modeled vehicular networks by consid-
ering road segments as a Poisson line process (PLP), vehicles
along those roads as an independent 1D homogeneous Pois-
son point process (PPP), and cellular base-stations (BSs) as
an independent 2D homogeneous PPP; and improved the per-
formance of a network. However, the work lacks the perfor-
mance analysis of C-V2X communications under jamming
attacks; which can extensively disrupt networks’ performance
in terms of its SIR distribution and success in coverage.

In this paper, we consider vehicular communications
under intentional-jamming attacks. Previously, intentional-
jamming is analyzed for V2V communications in multiple
studies [25]–[28]. However, the studies are limited to direct
communications. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
is the first research effort to investigate intentional-jamming
for cellular-assisted vehicular communications. Particularly,
we consider intentional-jamming due to clusters by model-
ing jammers as a clustering process [14], [15] and investi-
gate networks’ performance by modeling cellular BSs as a
homogeneous PPP; while vehicles, pedestrians, and RSUs
as a PLP [4], [5]. The novel contributions of this paper
include i) Investigating the effect of jamming interference due
to multiple clustered-jammers in cellular-assisted vehicular
communications. ii) Deriving the analytical expression of
success probability for V2V, V2I, I2V, and overall success
probability of cellular-assisted vehicular communications in
the presence of jammers. iii) Evaluating probabilities of asso-
ciation for direct and cellular-assisted vehicular transmission
in the presence of jamming interference. iv) Prioritizing focus
on anti-jamming when the transmission power of jammers
and number of jamming clusters are increased in the network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides details for the system model of vehicular com-
munications, Section III investigates the success probability
of a network with V2V communications, V2I communica-
tions, I2V communications, and overall success probability
of cellular-assisted V2X transmissions. Section IV presents
results and their discussion. Finally, Section V concludes this
paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENT
Consider a vehicular network comprising of vehicles, RSUs,
pedestrians, and cellular macro BSs (MBSs) (see, Fig.2).
The road system in vehicular communications is modeled by
motion-invariant PLP 8L = {L1,L2, . . . , } with line (road)
intensity λL and is referred in the representation space as
C ≡ [0, 2π )×[0,∞) with corresponding line process8C and
average length per unit space as µL = λL/π [5], [23], [29].
The vehicles are modeled on each line using an independent
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of system model of cellular-assisted vehicular
communications.

and 1D homogeneous PPP 8v with vehicle intensity µv.
RSUs and pedestrians are typically located near roads, thus
they are also modeled on each line using an independent and
1D homogeneous PPP8u and8p with intensities µu and µp,
respectively. Remind that8v,8u, and8p are stationary point
processes and the resulting intensity of these point processes
is given by µV = µv + µu + µp [4]. Furthermore, MBSs
are modeled using an independent and 2D homogeneous PPP
8M with intensity λM and it is assumed that at least one
vehicle is connected to an MBS in uplink.

Assume that nodes (e.g., vehicles, RSUs, or pedestrians)
transmit with probability p independently at a particular fre-
quency such that nodes at each road transmit with intensity
µt = pµV . Similarly, nodes receive transmissions indepen-
dently at each road with intensity µr = (1 − p)µV . Thus,
the transmitting and receiving node locations can be modeled
with doubly stochastic processes, referred as 8t and 8r ,
respectively [4], [23].

By Slivnyak’s theorem [29], the distribution of a point
process remains the same if a point is translated to origin.
Thus, for simple tractability, origin o ≡ (0, 0) is translated
to the location of a typical receiver. This can be achieved by
first placing a point at the origin and passing a line Lo through
it using a thinned PLP 8Lo ≡ 8L ∪ Lo and then, adding
a point or a receiving node (e.g., o) at the origin using 1D
homogeneous PPP on a line Lo that passes through the origin.
The Line Lo is then referred as a typical line. Thus, the thinned
point process of transmitting and receiving nodes (i.e.,8to ≡

8t ∪Lo∪o and8ro ≡ 8r ∪Lo∪o) with density µto and µro ,
respectively is the superposition of original transmitting and
receiving point processes 8t and 8r with intensities µt and
µr , respectively.

B. JAMMERS DEPLOYMENT
The performance of vehicular communications decreases if
jammers are present in the vicinity of jamming site [14],
[30]. Typically, low-power ground-jammers are intentionally

placed around a jamming site or receiving node in clusters.
Thus, the legitimate communication in vehicular networks
is disrupted by intentional-jamming created by ground-
jammers. Similar to [14], [15], we consider ground-jammers
that can jam signals at multiple frequencies (e.g., they can jam
F1 and F2 in Fig. 1) and can be modeled using a Matern clus-
ter process (MCP) 8J which consists of parents (or number
of jamming clusters) with density λj and children (or number
of ground-jammers in each cluster) with cluster-radius Rj
such that the density of ground-jammers in a network is given
as λJ = λjc̄, where c̄ is the average number of children (or
ground-jammers) per cluster.

C. SIGNAL PROPAGATION
The vehicles, RSUs, and pedestrians transmit with the same
power PV , while the MBSs transmit with the power PM . The
distance-dependent pathloss model is used between trans-
mitting and receiving nodes and the received power decays
as r−αe with propagation distance r , where αe > 2 is the
pathloss exponent (i.e., e ∈ {V ,M}). The channel gain for
nodes and MBSs is given as hV and hM , respectively that is
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) and is assumed
to be slow-flat Rayleigh fading such that the fading gains
are exponentially distributed with mean power one [4], [5],
[31], [32]. The received signal power from vehicles, RSUs,
or pedestrians at a distance r is given as SV = PV hV r−αV ,
while the received signal power from MBSs at a distance
r is given as SM = PMhM r−αM . Furthermore, jammers
transmit with power PJ . The notations given in this paper are
summarized in Table 1.

D. ASSOCIATION POLICY
We consider that a typical receiver associates itself with
either an MBS or a vehicular node (such as vehicle, RSU,
or pedestrian) based on maximum average received power.
This can be obtained by comparing maximum received power
from MBSs and vehicular nodes at the typical receiver.
For instance, a typical receiver associates with an MBS if
PM r

−αM
M > PV r

−αV
V , otherwise, it associates itself with the

vehicular node, where rM and rV are the distance between
MBS and origin and vehicular node and origin, respectively.

E. SIR OF DIRECT AND CELLULAR-ASSISTED
VEHICULAR TRANSMISSIONS
We assume that vehicular networks adopt either direct trans-
missions (like vehicles transmitting to vehicular nodes) or
cellular-assisted vehicular transmissions (i.e., V2I and then
I2V) by considering link-distances, environmental impacts,
and transmission power. Additionally, we consider the
scheme for channel access as a slotted-ALOHA; which
approximates the performance of carrier sense multiple
access with low- and high-node intensities [21], [33]. Fur-
thermore, similar to [4], we assume that the transmission
link in between vehicular nodes and between vehicular nodes
and BSs share their resources. Note that we do not exploit
PC5-based dedicated sidelink for C-V2X communications
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TABLE 1. List of notations.

addressed in 3GPP. Moreover, we consider interference-
limited vehicular communications by ignoring thermal noise
power and assuming τ as the pre-defined SIR threshold for
success in coverage event.

The SIR in the presence of jammers at a typical receiving
entity1 with transmissions T ∈ {D, C}, where D represents
direct transmission and C represents cellular-assisted vehicu-
lar transmission and is expressed as

SIRT (r) =
Peher−αe

Ie + IJ
, (1)

where Pe is the transmission power of the entities (i.e., vehi-
cles, RSUs, pedestrians, or MBSs), he is the fading gain of
entities, Ie is the interference power of entities, and IJ is
the jamming interference at the typical node. Particularly,
for direct transmission, the SIR at a vehicular node in the

1In the rest of the article, entity refers to MBSs, RSUs, pedestrians, and
vehicles. While, vehicular nodes refer to RSU, pedestrians, and vehicles.

presence of jammers is expressed as

SIRD(rV ) =
PV hV r

−αV
V

IV + IJ
, (2)

where IV represents the interference power of vehicular
nodes. The SIR for cellular-assisted vehicular transmissions
from a vehicular node to an MBS in the presence of jammers
is given as

SIRC(rV2M ) =
PV hV r

−αV
V2M

IV + IJ
, (3)

where rV2M is the distance between a transmitting vehicular
node and an MBS. Similarly, the SIR for cellular-assisted
vehicular transmissions from an MBS to a vehicular node in
the presence of jammers is given as

SIRC(rM2V ) =
PMhM r

−αM
M2V

IM + IJ
, (4)

where rM2V is the distance between an MBS and a receiving
vehicular node and IM represents the interference power of
the MBSs.

In our system model, we translate origin to the location of
a serving (typical) vehicle. Then, we find the serving trans-
mitting (test) vehicle by calculating the maximum received
power from all the vehicular nodes at a typical vehicle.
Remind that the test vehicle can be located on the same road
(i.e., typical line) or on a different road. The test vehicle
then finds whether it should transmit to a typical vehicle
directly or it should transmit via cellular MBS by calculat-
ing maximum received power from a test vehicle at MBS
and vehicular node. If the maximum received power at the
MBS is smaller then the maximum received power at the
vehicular node; the test vehicle considers the direct trans-
mission. While, if the maximum received power at the MBS
is larger then the maximum received power at the vehicular
node; the test vehicle considers the cellular-assisted vehicular
transmission. Generally, there can be interfering transmission
entities (like RSUs, vehicles, etc.) inside the disc of B(o, rV )
and B(o, rM ) due to transmitter receiver pairs. However, they
can be ignored as our focus is the receiver that is present at
the origin. After selecting direct transmission, we then cal-
culate SIR and the corresponding success probability using
(2) and (27). While, after selecting cellular-assisted vehicular
transmission, we then calculate SIR and the corresponding
success probabilities using (3) and (29) for transmitting to an
MBS and (4) and (31) for transmitting from an MBS.

III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we derive distance between vehicular trans-
mitting and receiving nodes and vehicular transmitting and
cellular nodes. We also derive association probabilities of the
transmitter (test) vehicle with the typical receiving vehicle
and cellular BS. Furthermore, we also derive interference of
vehicular nodes, cellular nodes, and jammers.
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A. DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION
Here, we derive distance distribution to vehicular nodes and
MBSswhichwill be used in deriving the association probabil-
ities of vehicular transmitting node with vehicular receiving
node and MBS.

1) DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION OF VEHICULAR NODES
The probability density function (PDF) of the distance distri-
bution between receiving and transmitting vehicular node is
derived in Appendix VI and is expressed as

fRV (rV ) =
d
drV

FRV (rV )

= 2 exp
(
− 2µV rV + 2λLπ

×

∫ rV

0
1− e−2µV

√
r2V−y

2
dy
)

×

µV + 2λLπ
∫ rV

0

µV rV e
−2µV

√
r2V−y

2√
r2V − y

2
dy

 .
(5)

2) DISTANCE BETWEEN MBS AND VEHICULAR NODE
The distance between transmitting vehicular node and receiv-
ing MBS in terms of its CDF is given as

FRM (rM ) = 1− exp(−πλM r2M ). (6)

The PDF of the distance between transmitting vehicular node
and MBS is expressed as

fRM (rM ) = 2πλM rM exp(−πλM r2M ). (7)

Note that the distance distribution between the vehicular
transmitting node and receivingMBS is the same as vehicular
receiving node and transmitting MBS.

B. ASSOCIATION PROBABILITIES
Here, we derive the probability of association of the serv-
ing (transmitter) test vehicular node with the typical receiving
vehicular node or the cellular BS.

1) DIRECT TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY
Direct transmission considers the direct communication of
vehicular nodes. The probability that a typical vehicular node
located on a typical line will associate with the transmitting
vehicular node is referred as direct transmission probability or
association probability of a typical receiving vehicular node
with the transmitting vehicular node. The direct transmis-
sion is selected by the transmitter (test) vehicular node if
the average received signal strength at the typical receiving
vehicular node is equal or larger than the average received
signal strength at the cellular BS. The probability that a
typical transmitting vehicular node selects direct transmission
by considering distance to vehicular receiving node as rV is
given as

AD(rV ) = Pr{r−αVV > r−αMM }

= Pr{rM > rαV /αMV }. (8)

Eq. (8) represents that there is not even a single cellular BS
within the radius of rαV /αMV and that vehicular transmitter
associates to vehicular receiver located at origin. Thus, the
CCDF of (8) is expressed as

AD(rV ) = exp
(
−πλM r

−(αV /αM )
2

V

)
. (9)

By removing condition on distance rV and considering net-
work’s radius R, we get association probability of a typical
receiving vehicular node with the transmitting vehicular node
in direct transmission as

AD =

∫ R

0
exp

(
−πλM r

−(αV /αM )
2

V

)
fRV (rV )drV . (10)

2) CELLULAR-ASSISTED VEHICULAR TRANSMISSION
PROBABILITY
Cellular-assisted vehicular transmission considers commu-
nication of vehicular nodes by considering cellular BSs of
the given infrastructure. The probability that a vehicular
transmitting node selects cellular BS for communicating to
other vehicular nodes is referred as cellular-assisted vehic-
ular transmission probability. The cellular-assisted vehicular
transmission is selected by the transmitting vehicular node
if the average received signal strength at the MBS from
transmitting vehicular node is larger than the average received
signal strength at the typical receiving vehicular node from
the transmitting vehicular node. The probability that the
transmitting vehicular node selects cellular-assisted vehicular
transmission by considering distance to cellular BS as rM is
derived as

AC (rM ) = Pr{r−αMM > r−αVV }

= Pr{rV > rαM /αVM }. (11)

Eq. (11) represents that no vehicular node within a radius of
rαM /αVM exists and that vehicular transmitter associates to cel-
lular BS. The association probability of the cellular-assisted
vehicular transmission can be obtained from CCDF of rV
using (38) (i.e., 1 − FRV (rV )) and by removing condition on
distance rM . It is then expressed as

AC =

∫ R

0
exp

−2πλL ∫ r
αM /αV
M

0
1−e

−2µV

√
r
αM /αV
M

2
−y2

dy


× exp

(
−2µV r

αM /αV
M

)
fRM (rM )drM . (12)

C. INTERFERENCE CHARACTERIZATION
Here, interference of vehicular nodes located on a typical
line (road), interference of vehicular nodes located on roads
excluding a typical line, and interference of cellular BSs is
derived in terms of Laplace transform of interference. More-
over, interference of jammers in terms of jamming interfer-
ence is also derived.

Conventionally, for vehicular networks, interference at a
typical node originates from entities such as vehicular nodes
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FIGURE 3. Interference at a typical vehicle where dashed lines represent
interference of vehicular nodes, cellular BSs, and jammers.

located on all other lines (roads) excluding a typical line
(referred as IVL ), vehicular nodes located on a typical line
(referred as IVo ), and cellular BSs (referred as IM ) (see,
Fig. 3). We characterize each of them separately.

1) INTERFERENCE OF VEHICULAR NODES LOCATED ON
ROADS (EXCLUDING A TYPICAL ROAD)
Here, we derive interference of vehicular nodes located on
all other roads excluding a typical line (road). This can be
obtained by first deriving interference from a single road
(excluding a typical road) and then obtain the results for all
the other roads (excluding a typical road).

The interference originating from a single road exclud-
ing a typical road is referred as IVL and is derived by
considering that the perpendicular distance y from origin
to that road is either greater than rV or less than rV .
If y > rV , all the vehicular nodes located on the con-
sidered line [−

√
R2 − y2,

√
R2 − y2] (referred as `∗) will

take part in the interference process (i.e., `1(y)). Whereas,
if y < rV , then only those vehicular nodes on the consid-
ered line that are located outside B(o, rV ) but inside B(o,R)
(i.e., [−

√
R2 − y2,−

√
r2V − y

2] and [
√
r2V − y

2,
√
R2 − y2]

referred as `∗∗) will take part in the interference process (i.e.,
`2(y)). we first derive interference from a single road in terms
of `1(y) and then `2(y). Later on, we obtain the interference
originating from all such roads excluding a typical road.

The interference of a single road lying in a disc B(o,R)
has a road length of 2

√
R2 − y2 between vehicles and hori-

zontal distance of x. Conventionally, interference from vehic-
ular nodes at a typical receiver is expressed in terms of a
Laplace transform of interference LI (s) = E[e−Is], where
s = Peyαe . Thus, interference originating from k vehicles at a
typical receiver residing on the road length 2

√
R2 − y2 under

Rayleigh fading environment is given as

`1(y) =
∞∑
k=0

Pr{N = k} × E

[∏
x∈`∗

1
1+ sPV (y2 + x2)−αV /2

]
(13)

The vehicular nodes are distributed using independent and
homogeneous PPP. Thus, mean number of points (vehic-

ular nodes) lying on a line segment 2
√
R2 − y2 is given

as 2µV
√
R2 − y2 and PDF of the vehicular nodes in the

considered length of line segment is given as f (x) =

1/2µV
√
R2 − y2. The probability that there are k vehic-

ular nodes lying on a line segment 2
√
R2 − y2 is given

as e−2µV
√
R2−y2 (2µV

√
R2 − y2)k/k!. Thus, (13) can be

expressed as

`1(y) = e−2µV
√
R2−y2 (2µV

√
R2 − y2)k/k!

×


∫ √R2−y2
x=−
√
R2−y2

f (x)
1+ sPV (y2 + x2)−αe/2

dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
9∗


k

,

(14)

where x is uniformly distributed between −
√
R2 − y2 and√

R2 − y2 in 9∗. Substituting f (x) and after simple mathe-
matical manipulations, we get

`1(y) = e−2µV
√
R2−y2

×

(
2µV

∫√R2−y2
x=0

dx
1+ sPV (y2 + x2)−αe/2

)k
k!

,

(15)

Using even function property for Taylor series (i.e.,∑
∞

k=0 e
X
= X k/k!, we get `1(y) as

`1(y) = e−2µV
√
R2−y2

× exp

{
2µV

∫ √R2−y2
x=0

dx
1+ sPV (y2 + x2)−αe/2

}
,

(16)

The final expression for the Laplace transform of interference
from single road excluding a typical road and from roads
located at y > rV is obtained by simple mathematical manip-
ulations and is expressed as

`1(y) = exp

×

{
−2µV

∫ √R2−y2
0

1−
1

1+ sPV (y2 + x2)−αe/2
dx

}
.

(17)

Similarly, follow the same procedure to obtained the final
expression for the Laplace transform of interference from
single road excluding a typical road and from roads located
at y < rV and is expressed as

`2(y) = exp

×

{
−2µV

∫ √R2−y2√
r2V−y

2
1−

1
1+ sPV (y2 + x2)−αe/2

dx

}
.

(18)
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Note that for y < rV , vehicular nodes will be located on

line segments with lengths [−
√
R2 − y2,−

√
r2V − y

2] and

[
√
r2V − y

2,
√
R2 − y2].

The total interference of all the vehicular nodes and roads
located in a disc B(o,R) (excluding a typical road) is com-
puted by integrating `1(y) and `2(y) over the entire given
region. Consider the number of roads t1 intersecting B(o, r)
is a Poisson process with mean 2πλLr and the interfering
vehicular nodes located at these roads are located in [r,R].
Similarly, consider the number of roads t2 located between
disc B(o,R) and disc B(o, r) intersecting disc B(o, r) is also
a Poisson process with mean 2πλL(R− r) and the interfering
vehicular nodes are located in (0, r]. Then, the Laplace trans-
form of interference originating from vehicular nodes located
on all the roads (excluding typical road) can be expressed as

LIVL (r) =
∞∑
t1>0

e−2πλL r
(2πλLr)t1

t1!

∫ r

−r

(
`1(r)
2r

)t1
dr

×

∞∑
t2>0

e−2πλL (R−r)
(2πλL(R− r))t2

t2!

×

∫ R

r

(
2`2(r)
2(R− r)

)t2
dr

a
=

∞∑
t1>0

e−2πλL r
∫ r

0

(2πλL`1(r))t1

t1!
dr

×

∞∑
t2>0

e−2πλL (R−r)
∫ R

r

(2πλL`2(r))t2

t2!
dr

b
= exp

{
−2πλL

(∫ r

0
1− `1(r)dr

+

∫ R

r
1− `2(r)dr

)}
. (19)

(a) is obtained by simplifying mathematical expression and
considering

∫ r
0 dr = 2 r . (b) is obtained by considering even

function property for Taylor series expansion and by further
simple mathematical manipulations.

2) INTERFERENCE OF VEHICULAR NODES LOCATED ON A
TYPICAL ROAD
The interference of vehicular nodes located at a typical road
with y = 0 can be derived by following the same procedure of
`2(r) and is expressed by Laplace transform of interference
as

LIVo (r) = exp

{
−2µV

∫ R

rVo

1−
1

1+ sPV x−αe
dx

}
, (20)

where rVo is the horizontal distance of the serving typical
transmitter to the typical receiver.

3) INTERFERENCE OF MBS
The interference of cellular BSs at a typical receiver is a
well-known expression given in [34], [35] and is expressed

by Laplace transform of interference as

LIM (r) = E[e−sIM ] = EhM ,8M

[
e−6X∈8M sPMhMX

−αM
]

a
= E8M

 ∏
X∈8M

EhM
[
e−sPMhMX

−αM
]

b
= exp

{
−πλM

∫
∞

r>0
1− EhM

[
shMPMX−αM

]}
c
= exp

{
−2πλM

∫ R

r
1−

1
1+ sPV x−αe

xdx
}
, (21)

where (a) follows by the definition of the Laplace trans-
form and by considering independence of hM , (b) follows
by considering the property of probability generating func-

tional (PGF) of f (x) = EhM
[
e−sPMhMX

−αM
]
, and (c) follows

by transforming the function into polar coordinates.

4) INTERFERENCE OF JAMMERS
Here, interference of clustered-jammers at a receiving entity
is derived in terms of Laplace transform of jamming inter-
ference LIJ . The jamming interference from various clusters
located in the vicinity of a typical entity can be derived as [36]

LIJ = 9a ×9b

=

9a︷ ︸︸ ︷
exp{−λj

∫
R2

(1− exp{−c̄β(z, y)})dy}

×

9b︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
R2

exp{−c̄β(z, y)}f (y)dy, (22)

where β(z, y) =
∫
R2

g(x − y− z)
g(x − y− z)+ g(z)/τ

f (x)dx and 9a is

the PGF of clustered-jammers. The PGF is simplified in [14],
[15] for clustered-jammers as

9a = exp
{
−λj

∫
R2
(1−

× exp
{
−c̄

∫
R2

g(x − y− z)
g(x − y− z)+ g(z)/τ

f (x)dx
})

dy
}

a
= exp

{
−λj

∫
R2

(
1− exp

{∫
R2
−
c̄g(y)f (x)dx
g(y)+ g(z)/τ

})
dy
}

b
= exp

{
−2πλj

∫ R

0

(
1− exp

{
−c̄y−αe

y−αe+r−αe/τ

})
ydy

}
c
= exp

{
−λjπτ

2/αer2
∫ R

0

(
1− exp

{
−c̄

1+ωαe/2

})
dω
}
,

where (a) follows by changing variables, (b) follows by
mathematical simplification, and (c) follows by consider-
ing ω = τ−2/αer−2y2. Furthermore, 9b is simplified
using [37] and is given as9b =

∫
R2 exp{−c̄β(z, y)}f (y)dy =

exp{−J r2τ 2/αe
2π2

αe
csc(2π/αe)}, where J = λjc̄(πR2j )

−1.

The final expression for the Laplace transform of clustered
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jamming interference is obtained by substituting the values
of 9a and 9b in (22) and is expressed as

LIJ (r) = exp

{
−
2πλjc̄

αeR2j
τ 2/αe csc

(
2π
αe

)
r2 − λjπτ 2/αer2

×

∫ R

0

(
1− exp

(
−c̄

1+ ωαe/2

))
dω
}
. (23)

IV. SUCCESS PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
The probability that SIR of a typical vehicular node with-
out selecting any transmission mode when exceeds a pre-set
threshold value is defined as the success probability of V2V
communication and is given as

PS (τ ) = Pr{SIR(r) > τ }. (25)

whereas, the probability that SIR of a typical receiving entity
with a specific transmission mode T exceeds a pre-set thresh-
old value is defined as the success probability under specific
selected transmission mode and is given as

PST (τ ) = Pr{SIRT (r) > τ }. (26)

The success probability directly relates to the reliability of the
link connection between entities (e.g., vehicles and MBSs).
Thus, the success probability of a typical vehicle with direct
transmission is given as the the probability that the SIR of that
vehicle exceeds a pre-set threshold value and is expressed as

PSD(τ, rV ) = Pr{SIRD(rV ) > τ }. (27)

The analytical expression for the success probability
of direct transmission in V2V and in the presence of
clustered-jammers can be derived using CCDF of SIR and
is given as

PSD(τ, rV ) =
∫ R

0
LIVL (rV )LIVLo (rV )LIJ (rV )fRV (rV )drV . (28)

The final expression for the success probability of direct
transmission is obtained in (24), as shown at the bottom of
the page, by substituting the values of LIVL (rV ), LIVLo (rV ),
LIJ (rV ), and fRV (rV ), from (19), (20), (23), and (5), respec-
tively in (28) by considering e = V and r = rV .
For cellular-assisted vehicular transmission, the success

probability of a typical vehicular node in V2I is given as
the the probability that the SIR at an MBS exceeds a pre-set
threshold value and is expressed as

PSC(τ, rV2M ) = Pr{SIRC(rV2M ) > τ }. (29)

The analytical expression for the success probability of
cellular-assisted vehicular transmission in the presence of
clustered-jammers at an MBS can be derived as

PSC(τ, rV2M ) =
∫ R

0
LIVL (rV2M )LIVLo (rV2M )LIJ (rV2M )

× fRV2M (rV2M )drV2M . (30)

Substituting the values of LIVL (r), LIVLo (r), LIJ (r), and fRV (r),
from (19), (20), (23), and (5), respectively in (30) by consid-
ering e = V , RM = RV2M , and r = rM = rV2M , the final
expression for the success probability of cellular-assisted
vehicular transmission is obtained in (34), as shown at the
bottom of the next page.

Similarly, the success probability of a typical test vehicular
node with cellular-assisted vehicular transmission in I2V is
given as the the probability that the SIR at a typical vehicular
node exceeds a pre-set threshold value and is expressed as

PSC(τ, rM2V ) = Pr{SIRC(rM2V ) > τ }. (31)

The analytical expression for the success probability of
cellular-assisted vehicular transmission in the presence of
clustered-jammers at a typical vehicular node can be derived
as

PSC(τ, rM2V ) =
∫ R

0
LIM (rM2V )LIJ (rM2V )fRM2V (rM2V )drM2V .

(32)

Substituting the values of LIM (r), LIJ (r), and fRV (r), from
(21), (23), and (5), respectively in (32) by considering e = M ,
RM = RM2V , and r = rM = rM2V , the final expression
for the success probability of cellular-assisted vehicular trans-
mission is obtained in (35), as shown at the bottom of the next
page.
The overall success probability of cellular-assisted vehic-

ular transmissions is expressed as

PST (τ ) = PSD(τ, rV )AD + PSC(τ, rV2M )PSC(τ, rM2V )AC ,

(33)

Substituting the values of PSD(τ, rV ), AD, PSC(τ, rV2M ),
PSC(τ, rM2V ), and AC from (28), (10), (30), (32), and (12),
respectively in (33), we obtain the final expression for the suc-
cess probability of cellular-assisted vehicular transmission.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present overall success probability results
of cellular-assisted vehicular communications. The analytical
results are validated using simulations with 100,000 Monte

PSD(τ, rV ) =
∫ R

0
exp

{
−2πλL

(∫ r

0
1− `1(r)dr +

∫ R

r
1− `2(r)dr

)}
exp

{
−2µV

∫ R

rVo

1−
1

1+ sPV x−αV
dx

}

× exp

{
−
2πλjc̄

αVR2j
τ 2/αV csc

(
2π
αV

)
r2 − λjπτ 2/αV r2

∫ R

0

(
1− exp

(
−c̄

1+ ωαV /2

))
dω
}
fRV (rV )drV (24)
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FIGURE 4. Success probability as a function of density of vehicular nodes
in the presence of jamming interference.

Carlo runs using MATLAB platform. Unless stated other-
wise, we consider pathloss exponent αM = αV = 4. The
transmit power of the MBSs, vehicular nodes, and jammers
is set to PM = 43 [dBm], PV = 23 [dBm], and PJ =
10 [dBm], respectively. The intensity of roads is set to λL =
5 [Km/Km2] while, the intensity of MBSs, vehicular nodes,
and jamming clusters is set to λM = 20 [1/Km2], µV =
10 [1/Km], and λj = 10 [1/Km2], respectively. The average
number of jammers in a cluster is set to c̄ = 4 and the radius
of the clustered-jammers is set to Rj = 100 [m]. The system
bandwidth is set to B = 10 [MHz].
Fig. 4 shows the effect of increasing vehicular node den-

sity on the success probability in the presence of jamming
nodes. It is shown that the success probability increases
by increasing the density of vehicular nodes; however, the
success probability of the vehicular networks in the pres-
ence of jamming nodes is lower than the success probability

FIGURE 5. Association probability of the transmitting (test) vehicular
node as a function of density of vehicular nodes in the presence of
jamming interference.

of vehicular networks without jamming nodes. Moreover,
the success probability further decreases with the increasing
power of jamming nodes. Thus, it is suggested to introduce
and focus on anti-jamming techniques in cellular-assisted
vehicular communications, when the transmission power of
the jamming nodes is increased in the network. Note that
the success probability increases by increasing the density
of vehicular nodes because the distance-dependent pathloss
between transmitting test vehicular node and receiving vehic-
ular node decreases which increases the received SIR and the
success probability.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of increasing vehicular node density
on the association probability of transmitting vehicular node
with the cellular BS and typical receiving vehicular node.
It is shown that the association probability of the direct
transmission (i.e., vehicular node association) increases by

PSC(τ, rV2M ) =
∫ R

0
exp

{
−2πλL

(∫ r

0
1− `1(r)dr +

∫ R

r
1− `2(r)dr

)}
× exp

{
−2µV

∫ R

rVo

1−
1

1+ sPV x−αM
dx

}

× exp

{
−
2πλjc̄

αMR2j
τ 2/αM csc

(
2π
αM

)
r2 − λjπτ 2/αM r2

∫ R

0

(
1− exp

(
−c̄

1+ ωαM /2

))
dω
}

× fRV2M (rV2M )drV2M (34)

PSC(τ, rM2V ) =
∫ R

0
exp

{
−2πλM

∫ R

r
1−

1
1+ sPV x−αV

xdx
}
exp

{
−
2πλjc̄

αVR2j
τ 2/αV csc

(
2π
αV

)
r2 − λjπτ 2/αV r2

×

∫ R

0

(
1− exp

(
−c̄

1+ ωαV /2

))
dω
}
fRM2V (rM2V )drM2V (35)
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FIGURE 6. Success probability as a function of density of roads in the
presence of jamming interference.

FIGURE 7. Success probability as a function of density of cellular BSs in
the presence of jamming interference.

increasing the density of vehicular nodes in comparison with
the association probability of the cellular-assisted vehicular
transmission (i.e., MBS association). This is because the dis-
tance between the transmitting and receiving vehicular node
decreases by increasing the density of vehicular nodes which
increases the received power at the typical vehicular node in
comparison with the received power at the MBS. Moreover,
it is also shown that at a lower density of vehicular nodes both
MBS and vehicular node association are used by vehicular
networks.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of increasing road density on
the success probability in the presence of jamming nodes.
It is shown that the success probability increases by increas-
ing the density of roads. However, the success probability
of the vehicular networks in the presence of jammers is
lower than the success probability of vehicular networks

FIGURE 8. Success probability as a function of SIR threshold value in the
presence of jamming interference.

without jammers. Moreover, the success probability is further
decreased by increasing the power of jamming nodes. The
success probability of vehicular networks increases with road
density because the distance-dependent pathloss between
transmitting and receiving entities decreases by increasing the
density of roads in the considered region which increases the
SIR and the probability of success in coverage.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of increasing the density of MBSs
on the success probability in the presence of jammers. It is
shown that the success probability decreases by increasing
the MBS density. This is because, with the increase in the
density of cellular BSs, interference power also increases
which decreases the SIR and success probabilities. Moreover,
the success probability is further decreased by increasing the
power of jamming nodes.

Fig. 8 shows the effect of the SIR threshold value on the
success probability in the presence of jamming clusters. It is
shown that the success probability decreases by increasing
the SIR threshold value. It is also shown that the success
probability further decreases by increasing the density of jam-
ming clusters becausewith the increasing number of jamming
clusters in the region of interest, the cumulative jamming
power will increase which will increase the network interfer-
ence and as a result, success probability will decrease. Thus,
it is suggested to introduce and focus on anti-jamming tech-
niques in cellular-assisted vehicular communications, when
the number of jamming clusters is increased in the network.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, jamming interference is analyzed for
cellular-assisted vehicular communications. MBSs are mod-
eled using independent and 2D homogeneous PPP while,
vehicles, RSUs, and pedestrians are modeled using 1D homo-
geneous PLP. The jammers are placed in clusters using
MCP and the impact of jamming interference on vehicular
networks is obtained in terms of the success probability. It is
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shown that jammers severely disrupt the success probability
of vehicular networks. It is also shown that the network’s
performance decreases by increasing the density of jamming
clusters and their transmission power. Therefore, the main
focus of the network operators should be to introduce anti-
jamming, when the transmission power of the jammers and
the number of jamming clusters in the network increase.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF (5)
The distance between typical vehicular transmitter and vehic-
ular receiver considers that there is no vehicular node in a
disc of radius rV centered at origin (i.e., B(o, rV )) that can
create interference. The test vehicle can be located either on
the same typical line (road) where typical receiving vehicle
is present or it can be present on any other line (road).
The shortest distance of the vehicular transmitting (test) and
receiving (typical) node is given as cumulative distance dis-
tribution (CDF) FRV (rV ) in [31] and is expressed as

FRV (rV ) = Pr{RV 6 rV }

= 1− Pr{RV > rV }

= 1−

91︷ ︸︸ ︷
Pr{NL(B(o, rV )) = 0}

92︷ ︸︸ ︷
Pr{NLo (−rV , rV )},

(36)

where Pr{NL(B(o, rV )) = 0} represents that the number
of vehicular nodes on lines (roads) in a point process 8L
centered at origin with radius rV is zero and Pr{NLo (−rV , rV )}
represents that the number of vehicular nodes located on a
typical line Lo with distance [−rV , rV ]. Pr{NL(B(o, rV )) =
0} can be derived by finding the probability that there are
k lines (roads) present in a disc B(o, rV ) and is given as
Pr{Nroads(B(o, rV )) = k}. Then, for each of the k-th line,
find the probability that the number of vehicular nodes on that
road is zero (i.e., Pr{NV (roadi) = 0}). Pr{NL(B(o, rV )) = 0}
is derived as

91 =

∞∑
k=0

Pr{Nroads(B(o, rV )) = k}

×

k∏
i=1

Pr{NV (roadi) = 0}

a
=

∞∑
k=0

exp (−2πλLrV ) (2πλLrV )k

k!

×

∫ rV

y=−rV

e−2µV
√
r2V−y

2

2rV
dy

k

b
= exp (−2πλLrV )

∞∑
k=0

(
πλL

∫ rV
−rV

e−2µV
√
r2V−y

2
dy
)k

k!

c
= exp (−2πλLrV ) exp

(
πλL

∫ rV

−rV
e−2µV

√
r2V−y

2
dy
)

d
= exp

(
−2πλL

∫ rV

0

(
1− e−2µV

√
r2V−y

2
)
dy
)
, (37)

where (a) represents that the number of roads intersecting a
disc of radius rV centered at the origin is Poisson distributed
with average roads given as 2πλLrV and the number of vehic-
ular nodes that are uniformly distributed between [−rV , rV ]
and located on a road is also Poisson distributed with aver-

age vehicular nodes per road given as 2µV
√
r2V − y

2. (b)

is obtained by simple mathematical manipulations, (c) is
obtained using even function property for Taylor series (i.e.,∑
∞

k=0 e
X
= X k/k!), and (d) is obtained by simple mathe-

matics and considering
∫ rV
−rV
= 2rV . Thus, the CDF of dis-

tance between a typical receiving and transmitting vehicular
node is obtained by substituting 92 = exp(−2µV rV ) and
(37) in (36) and is expressed as

FRV (rV ) = 1− exp
(
−2πλL

∫ rV

0
1− e−2µV

√
r2V−y

2
dy
)

× exp(−2µV rV ). (38)
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